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Closed Captioning
Closed-Captioning is available
• To open the Closed-Captioning window, do one of the following:
– Enter Control+F8 (Command-F8 on Mac)
– From the Window menu, select Show Closed-Captioning

Teleconference Access

Audio Access via Phone if Needed
• PLEASE mute your phone if calling in
Dial: 571-392-7703
Meeting PIN: 74 237 721 839

AMAC Accessibility Solutions
• AMAC Accessibility is a social
change organization on a mission
to create affordable services for
governmental, private and nonprofit organization working with
individuals with disabilities.
Services include e-text, braille,
captioning, assistive technology,
office management software and
consulting.
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AMAC Services
AMAC creates practical solutions that work, with a focus on
utility, ease of use, and high quality.
• Accessibility Consulting focuses on organizational accessibility
needs with evaluation, technical assistance, customer support,
and website accessibility solutions.
• Braille Services produces customized projects from both print
materials and electronic text including partial books and
chapters, or graphics only, using cutting-edge technology.
• Captioning Services makes classrooms, meetings, labs, and
other audio environments fully accessible for the deaf or hardof-hearing.
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Additional AMAC Services
AMAC creates practical solutions that work, with a focus on
utility, ease of use, and high quality.
• Audio Description Services makes visual information present
in multimedia accessible to persons who are blind or low
vision.
• Professional E-Text Producers provide high-quality e-text in
many formats such as PDF, DOC, DAISY, and HTML.
• AMAC’s Certified Assistive Technology team provides on-site
and remote assessments, demonstrations, training, and
technical assistance for education, work, and daily living
environments.
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AccessGA

AccessGA represents a joint initiative of the Georgia
ADA Coordinator’s Office, AMAC, and GTA. The
objective is to support Georgia’s state agencies with
ICT accessibility, and promote equal and timely
access for employees and customers with a wide
range of disabilities.
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AccessGA Offerings
• Webinar Offerings
• Technical Assistance and Hands-On Training
• Monthly Newsletters
• Up-to-Date Wiki of ICT Accessibility Resources
and Information
• Web Accessibility Audits
• Procurement and VPATs
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Starting or Revamping and Accessibility Program?

Where we were then. Where we are now.
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A very brief history
Academia from the 1980s to mid 2000s
• 1980s: Assistive Technology
– Products designed to be used by people with disabilities

• 1990s: Universal Design
– Products and environments should be usable by all

• End of the 1990s:
– Four survey studies: Why doesn’t industry do Universal Design
•
•
•
•

TIDE study (Europe, 1998)
Trace Center Study (US, 1998)
National Council on Disability study (US, 2004)
i~design project study (UK, 2005)

• Mid 2000s:
– Studies revealing that federal websites were not scoring well on
accessibility measures
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A very brief history
The Federal Government (2001-2013)
• 2001: Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act
– Procurement of accessible IT
– Design and development of accessible IT
– Universal Design, and compatibility with assistive technology

• 2001, 2003 (unpublished) & 2011
– Biennial Department of Justice Surveys of Section 508

• 2013: Office of Management & Budget (White House):
Strategic Plan on Section 508
– Increase Transparency, Strengthen Accountability,
Improve Collaboration
– Agencies to report their compliance levels quarterly
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Responding to Accessibility Issues in Business
(Academic Research Study 2006-2010)

• Question:
"When accessibility issues arise, what do you
do...?"
• What tends to make organizational approaches to
accessibility...
– fail?
– succeed?

• 2 of 10 participating organizations were succeeding; others
were making inroads, and others were outright failing
• Resulted in 7 success factors…
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Success Factor: 1
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Success Factors: 2 & 3
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Success Factors: 4 & 5
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Success Factors: 6 & 7
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Study of Successful Approaches...

1. Adopt the social model of disability;
2. Establish executive-level backing;
3. Establish accessibility as a priority on the agenda;
4. Take a planned, proactive approach;
5. Make accessibility a shared task (part of the production line);
6. Provide enabling resources; and
7. Provide sources of accessibility expertise.
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Implications for Starting or Revamping and
Accessibility Program
• PhD Study: Success Factors
– It’s not one thing, it’s a lot of things that span the organization
– Don’t take a technocentric approach to an organizational problem
– Use the success factors to analyze a situation, and to take action…
1. Adopt the social model of disability;
2. Establish executive-level backing;
3. Establish accessibility as a priority on the agenda;
4. Take a planned, proactive approach;
5. Make accessibility a shared task (part of the production line);
6. Provide enabling resources; and
7. Provide sources of accessibility expertise.
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Procurement, and New Testing Options
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Implications: New testing approaches…
leads to new questions…
– Older methods
• Assistive Technology Based Testing Approaches

– Newer Methods
• Manual Code-inspection
• Automated Scanning
• Hybrid: Manual + Automated

– The newer methods offer significant advantages over the older methods
•
•
•
•

Standardization of test steps and tools
Enable your developers to do testing as they develop
Provide a common language for discussing test failures and remediation steps
Enable your Accessibility Program to be run like a QA Team, inspecting the work of the
development teams
– Lower Accessibility Program Overheads
– The people who should be doing accessibility work are doing it
(remember the fallacy of the ‘unfunded mandate’ excuse)
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Introducing Testing Changes to Teams
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How do you bring changes to an organization
successfully?
• Proposed a project to Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
– “The Unified Testing for Accessibility Project” (UTAP) 2014-2015
– To find out what you needed to do to implement the DHS Trusted Tester
Approach (a manual code-inspection testing method)
– To provide success stories of implementing Trusted Tester in federal agencies
– Then disseminate a how-to guide for other organizations that want to tackle
this type of change
• We assisted four federal agencies in adopting TT
– US Mint
– Department of Education
– Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
– Department of Labor
• It was about improving their testing for accessibility, but…
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Program Maturity Chart averaged across all four participating agencies
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UTAP Results Report

• Improved program maturity
• Smaller 508 teams than before (right-sized to a QA role)
• Development teams taking up the role and responsibility of
accessibility testers
• Updates to policies and procedures
• Soup-to-nuts assessment and prescriptions for accessibility
activities
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The Guide to Conducting your own UTAP
Guide
• Prepare by conduct a program maturity survey
Conducting the UTAP Stages
1. Establish common goals
2. Understand the system you're replacing
3. Learn your options for changing the system
4. Design the new system
5. Make an implementation plan
6. Implement
7. Monitor
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Implications… of adopting code-inspection
based testing, and UTAP

• Testing is a good hook on which to pin organizational change
– New ways of testing have so many advantages over the old
• It is okay (it is necessary?) to challenge the status quo of the
old ways
– You can change your accessibility program to a QA/SME role,
similar to those found in quality, safety, and security
– Embedding accessibility throughout development
• Reduces program costs
• Reduces risks
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Where we were then. Where we are now.
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A Scenario to Consider
Corporation X had just completed the procurement and
deployment of a large new web application for recruiting new

employees and managing job candidates.
Software Company A developed the product. Both Company A

and Corporation X’s studies indicated that the new system would
offer significant advantages in cost savings, productivity, and
candidate quality over the previous, mostly manual processes.
Then….
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Example Areas of an Organization where
IT Accessibility Impacts Can Occur
Touches many areas of an organization in different ways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Internet site and applications development
Intranet site and applications development
Procurement
Sales
Legal / civil rights
Executive management
Internal / external communications / PR
Department / class required IT
HR (employees)
Learning tools (hw/sw)
System admin user interfaces
Student services
Business controls / compliance office
Etc.

Reasons for Low IT Accessibility Adoption
Technical challenges
• Continued investments in inaccessible legacy products and
platforms
• Technology gaps due to omission of accessibility criteria during
the creation of new IT
Organizational Challenges
• Lack of awareness of accessibility and its technical standards

• Accessibility deemed unnecessary or optional
• Accessibility understood too late in project / program to be
addressed
• Lack of technical skills, tools, or training programs
• No organizational policies or objectives related to IT accessibility
• No one responsible or accountable for accessibility
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IT accessibility today is a governance
problem
Pushing technical
specifications/standards has not been an
adequate adoption driver
• Technical standards are execution criteria not
governance criteria
• Nothing in today’s technical standards address
governance
• No silver bullet technology solutions on the horizon
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Converging Governance Models
Examples
Policy
Requirements

Skills
&Training
Requirements

Reporting
Requirements

Organizational,
Process &
Planning
Requirements

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Statute

Province of Ontario Canada
Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Litigation
Settlement

US DoJ
HR Block
PeaPod

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type

Directive

Source

Office of Management and
Budget
Strategic Plan for Improving
Management of Section 508

Litigation
Settlement
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US DoE
Youngstown State University
University of Montana

Policy Driven Adoption for Accessibility (PDAA) –
A Formalized Approach

The integration of IT accessibility governance into
organization policies in a way that enables them to drive
themselves to improve accessibility adoption.

• Makes IT accessibility difficult to ignore
• Not prescriptive: tells what, not how
• Governed through non-technical methods
• Accelerates marketplace innovations
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NASCIO PDAA Workgroup
Launched in 2013
Workgroup Objectives
•

Develop a common set of PDAA criteria

•

Develop supporting deliverables for vendor self guidance and
progress measurement

•

Package as model for adoption by states

Representation from 10 states and 1 federal agency
•

Championed by Texas State CIO

•

States: Arkansas, California, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Puerto Rico, Texas, Utah, Virginia

•

Federal Consumer Protection Bureau

PDAA Issue Brief series published by NASCIO
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How does PDAA implementation
help organizations?
Organizations with fully implemented PDAA can
have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive advantage in public sector solicitations
Improved Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Increased market share through expansion of customer base
Increased brand equity through social responsibility
Improved ability to hire and retain people with disabilities
Risk mitigation if ADA complaints / litigation arises
– In IT accessibility, effort counts!
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PDAA Core Criteria for Organizations

Empty cell
Policy Creation
Organization

Business
Process

Core Criteria
1. Develop, implement, and maintain an IT accessibility
policy.
2. Establish and maintain an organizational structure that
enables and facilitates progress in IT accessibility.
3. Integrate IT accessibility criteria into key phases of
development, procurement, acquisitions, and other relevant
business processes.

Compliance
Planning

4. Provide processes for addressing inaccessible IT.

Training

5. Ensure the availability of relevant IT accessibility skills
within (or to) the organization.

Communication

6. Make information regarding IT accessibility policy, plans,
and progress available to customers.
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PDAA Maturity Model
Core Criteria
1.

Develop, implement, and
maintain an IT accessibility
policy.
Establish and maintain an
organizational structure that
enables and facilitates progress in
IT accessibility.
Integrate IT accessibility criteria
into key phases of development,
procurement, acquisitions, and
other relevant business
processes.

2.

3.

4.

Provide processes for addressing
inaccessible IT.

Launch

6.

Make information regarding IT
accessibility policy, plans, and
progress available to customers.
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Optimize

Have an IT
accessibility policy.

Have appropriate plans in place to
implement and maintain the policy.

Establish metrics and track
progress towards achieving
compliance to the policy.
Develop an
Designate of one or more individuals Implement
organization wide
responsible for implementation.
reporting/decision
governance system.
mechanism and maintain
records.
Identify candidate
Implement process changes.
Integrate fully into all key
processes for criteria
processes.
integration.

Create plans that
include dates for
compliance of
inaccessible IT.

Provide alternate means of access
until the IT is accessible; implement
corrective actions process for
handling accessibility technical
issues and defects

Maintain records of
identified inaccessible IT,
corrective action, and
tracking.

Identify existing resources that
match up and address gaps.

Manage progress in
acquiring skills and
allocating qualified
resources.
Make Optimize level
information available.

Define skills/job
Ensure the availability of relevant
descriptions.
IT accessibility skills within (or to)
the organization.

5.

Integrate

Make Launch level
information
available.

Make Integrate level information
available.

PDAA Vendor Self Assessment Tool
• Questionnaire for vendors regarding the vendor’s IT accessibility policy
and progress against the PDAA Core Criteria.
– Score generated from responses
– based on the PDAA Maturity Model

• Includes FAQs for vendors and procurement organizations.
6. Make information regarding ICT accessibility policy, plans, and progress available to customers.
Response

Score

Status

0

We do not have a plan to make our accessibility policy or other accessibility information publically available. (If selected, skip to next section or provide comments at the end of this section.)

6a. ICT Accessibility policy and VPAT documentation availability
Response

Score

Status

2 1
n/a
n/a

Our ICT accessibility policy is publicly available.

1

Our accessibility policy and documentation (VPATs, etc.) for some products is publicly available or available upon request.

2

Our accessibility policy and documentation (VPATs, etc.) for all released products is complete and publicly available or available upon request.

6b. Availability of other accessibility documentation beyond policy and VPATs
Response

Score

Status

3 2

We are beginning to make other accessibility technical information available such as how accessibility testing is performed.

3

We make accessibility information available beyond policy and VPAT information including information on how accessibility testing is performed and other information that demonstrates our organization's capability to produce accessible

n/a

6c. ICT Accessibility policy and documentation availability
Response
3

Score

Status

2

We are implementing an accessibility support program within our organization to address questions related to our accessibility documentation.

3

We have a fully implemented accessibility support program within our organization to provide requested documentation and address questions related to the accessibility of our product s / services.

n/a
Section 6 Comments (Provide any comments or additional information on this section here.)

Total Points

Results
Total Points
Percent Complete

end of worksheet

19
32%

Launch

Integrate

Optimize

PDAA Self Assessment Results
Can be used by:
• Procurement organizations
–
–
–
–

Help assess a vendor’s ability to produce accessible offerings
Gauge confidence in vendor’s VPAT or other accessibility documentation
Track vendor progress and improvement in IT accessibility initiatives
Use as part of vendor selection decisions

• Vendors
– Guide the implementation of organization wide accessibility programs /
initiatives
– Help achieve more accessible offerings over the long term
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PDAA in Practice - Texas
Texas Department of Information Resources (DIR) initiated use of PDAA
in August 2014 for Cooperative Contracts Solicitations
• Vendors required to complete the PDAA assessment
– Results not scored as part of contract award criteria
– Recorded and compared to later responses in:
 Subsequent solicitations
 Contract renewals
• Over 200 vendors have submitted assessments to date
– Some vendors have submitted to multiple solicitations
• Mechanism in place to make results available at customer requests

Link to Texas DIR PDAA site
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Accessibility Strategy Reference
Information
• Provides a strategic view of the diversity of the
moving parts, and what is needed to enable and
maintain an accessibility program from
initialization and over the long term.
• Deals with the enablement of an organization
rather than the technical enablement at a
coding level.
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Policy Driven Adoption for Accessibility:
Resources

Accessibility in IT
Procurement
(PDFs)
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Accessibility
Implementation
Framework
(PowerPoint)

PDAA Tool
(Excel)

Subject Matter Expertise

• Dr. Chris M Law has a full time consultancy practice offering assistance with
– Accessibility Program Improvement
– Program Measurement
– Trusted Tester Implementation (Conducting your own UTAP)
• For more info on working with Chris…
– www.accessibilitytrack.com
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Additional Resources

Responding to
accessibility
issues in business
(Chris Law’s PhD
Thesis)
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The Accessibility
Switch
(Bibliography on
Organizational
Approaches to
Accessibility)

The Unified Testing
for Accessibility
Project (UTAP)
(Report & Guide)

Additional Recommended Reading:
Organization-Wide Approaches

Including your missing
20% by embedding web
and mobile accessibility
(Book)
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Ensuring Digital
Accessibility through
Process and Policy
(Book)

Just Ask: Integrating
Accessibility Throughout
Design
(Book)

Recommended Reading:
Other Websites & Resources

TechCheck
(Web Tool)
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Planning and
Implementing Web
Accessibility
(W3C Resources)

Digital Accessibility
Maturity Model
(video and slides)

Starting or Revamping an Accessibility
Program in an Organization
Questions
Email questions for Webinar #2 to John
Rempel at:
jrempel3@gatech.edu
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